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    The nature of metaphor is to know an abstract concept through a concrete or 
familiar concept and it is the mapping between abstract and concrete domains. It is 
paramount for us to know the NLP and human’s mind that finding the metaphor’s 
overall systemic model from NLP. The process of metaphors is a mapping from 
source to target, which is called mapping domain in linguistics. We can view 
metaphor as a mechanism that stipulates which source concept can be mapped to the 
given target concept. This kind of mechanism helps to avoid mapping concepts 
randomly, but also motivating the possible corresponding range. We can construct a 
connection between source and target concepts that seemly irrelevant, aiming to know 
the target better. This paper reviews the core (similarity) of metaphor mapping and 
claims that as a core, mapping is significant to metaphor processing. 
    This paper produces the research hotspot metaphorical mapping and the 
mechanism of metaphors. After reviewing the existing models, we propose the key 
problems of computational metaphors processing. We take the similarity bases, 
reasoning by analogy and automatic mapping process as a point. 
    In the aspect of metaphorical mapping, we present that similarities and semantic 
conflict are the significant features in metaphor processing, although it is ignored in 
previous work. Semantic conflict is the signal of metaphor and we find the 
contradiction through this kind of surface contradiction in metaphor comprehension. 
Based on the definition similarity, we point that similarity is the base when we know 
the world and the similar reasoning of logic, and then introduce the existing similarity 
calculation methods and propose our similarity calculation algorithm. In terms of 
similarity calculation, we have been in the fusion of Chinese dictionary semantic 
resources. From different angles of the concept similarity computation, we give full 
play to the advantages of each resource. The experiment results proved that this 
method on the concept similarity calculation has better affected than single resources, 















    In terms of metaphorical mapping machine implementation, according to 
constitute the ontology and metaphors have similarities of metaphor, we propose the 
metaphorical mapping implementation mechanisms based on binary chart. According 
to the structure theory, metaphor mapping first performance for static matching that is 
similarity relations. Metaphor is a process by using the concept of the source domain 
to target domain had significantly lower composition. Projection is not just words to 
borrow, at the same time, also make the concept of target domain and clear. Based on 
this, this paper presents a metaphorical mapping based on similarity algorithm 
implementation mechanisms, making full use of the advantage of binary chart, finally 
realizes the metaphorical mapping. 
    To sum up, this article shows similarity calculation method based on a variety of 
Chinese semantic dictionary and probes into the machine implementation of 
metaphorical mapping mechanism. Studies in metaphor mapping have made a 
tentative exploration for the calculation, metaphor comprehension, metaphor research 
of ontology and natural language processing research. 
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